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1. Website.
The front door of your physical business might be on Main Street, but the vast majority of your 
customers will find you online. How fresh is your website? If it’s not mobile-friendly, equipped 
with SEO, and teeming with compelling content, consider it stale. Inject new life into your 
homepage by adding elements that today’s consumers expect to see. Educational blog posts, 
interesting videos, and customer reviews inspire users to stay on your site longer and build 
stronger feelings about your brand. Talk about financing options and discuss leasing versus 

The financial outlook for solar businesses has never been sunnier. Communities are 
invested, customers are engaged, and governments are enacting laws that encourage 
the widespread adoption of clean and renewable energy.

Is your solar company equipped to handle the oncoming influx of business?

A big part of any organization’s success is brand recognition — and how you’re able 
to stay on top of potential customers’ minds amid the swirl of competition can make 
or break your business. The best way to gain the brand awareness you seek is by 
committing to a complete marketing campaign.

The Integral Parts of Your Marketing Campaign
The marketing landscape is littered with the remains of companies that dreamed big, 
 but failed to accurately prepare for the typical twists and turns. These were well-
intentioned enterprises that might have had a dynamic product or essential service, 
but dedicated no attention to a multifaceted advertising strategy. In a digital-first world where customers’ 
online lives are increasingly fragmented, you have to be in more than one place at one time.

The days of set-it-and-forget-it marketing are officially over. You must be nimble and quick. Most of all, you 
need to be thorough.

So how do you draft up a “complete” marketing campaign? Like every successful endeavor, it starts with a 
plan. Take the time to identify your ideal customer, build buyer personas to drive your content creation, and 
set up a system to monitor the competition in your area. Perhaps most importantly, develop an overarching 
message and select a variety of avenues on which to drive that messaging straight to the customer.

If that sounds like a massive undertaking, that’s because it is — but it’s certainly not impossible. Here are 
just a few elements of a successful marketing strategy:



buying. Additionally, you’ll want to make sure customers have ample opportunity to find the 
information they need, whether that’s through a robust FAQ section or several ways to get in 
contact with you (think email, chat, or phone).

2. Email.
There are few messaging platforms that pack the punch of email. You can pinpoint exactly 
who to target and when to send your message down to the individual and the minute. You can 
easily track the performance of each missive with analytics, and simple A/B testing allows you 
to measure the effectiveness of each correspondence and make adjustments as necessary. 
Overall, you get to control the message with email. It’s a cost-friendly way to keep leads warm 
and share some of your brand’s personality along the way.

3. SEO/SEM.
SEO and search engine marketing are integral to success in today’s competitive online 
marketplace. Whereas SEO works to bolster organic leads to your website, SEM includes paid 
search in an attempt to lure customers to your business. Have you ever researched a particular 
product or service only to have advertisements for that product or service pop up in your feeds 
for the next week or so? That’s SEM. And it works! When done well, both SEO and SEM can get 
your solar business listed on the first page of internet search results — and that’s imperative if 
you plan to separate yourself from the crowd. When you’re “above the fold,” brand awareness 
and sales both go up.

4. Social media.
The beauty of social media marketing is in its brevity. You have precious little space to promote 
your services, so the only real directive is to entice the potential customer to learn more. The 
stories you can tell on social platforms have few limitations; these include short videos about 
successful solar panel installations, praise from satisfied customers, and countless other 
immersive opportunities. Too many companies continue to resist the appeal of social. Don’t 
make that mistake — the conversations you spark on Facebook, Twitter, and the like will lead to 
conversions.

5. Analytics.
As mentioned, diversification is key to a complete and successful marketing campaign. The 
magic is in the mix. But it’s not enough to spread your messaging and content across a variety 
of channels — you also need access to performance data so you can track what’s working 
well and what needs improvement. Terms such as “click-through” and “bounce rate” might 
cause your vision to blur, but have no fear: CMG Local Solutions knows a thing or two about 
attribution and analytics. We’ll help you see behind (and beyond) the numbers so you can 
maximize the reach of everything you do — and boost your ROI in turn.

https://cmglocalsolutions.com/solutions/cmg-analytics/marketing-attribution
https://cmglocalsolutions.com/solutions/cmg-analytics/marketing-attribution


6. Online directories.
The classic printed Yellow Pages might be extinct, but business directories are still quite 
prevalent — they’ve just moved online. To be truly effective, however, the specifics surrounding 
your solar business must be updated accordingly. New hours of operation? Closed for an 
upcoming holiday? This is information within your online business listing that needs to be 
refreshed regularly. If customers find faulty or conflicting data about your brand, it’ll turn them 
off immediately. Remember the last time you went looking for facts about a company and were 
misled? Did you leave with a good feeling about that company? Get those directory details 
ironed out if you want customers to reach out.

At CMG Local Solutions, we’re committed to helping you devise the right online approach to fill your sales pipeline with 
high-quality leads and improve your brand recognition. We won’t stop until you’re completely satisfied. We have the 
cutting-edge technology, in-depth knowledge, and industry-specific experience to reach the consumers who are searching 
for your solar services.

Contact us today to learn how we can round out your digital marketing efforts and make your 
solar business shine as brightly as possible.

https://cmglocalsolutions.com/contact-us

